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Impact category TOTAL I BMR I BMR Ozfrom air N2 from air HzS04 HNO, Ammonia Hz Hz 
total process decomposition decomposition total produced 
dellvel 
UK 
23119 1848 0.00 1.67 167 92.6 38,5 1548 1063 893 170 
121832 44088 29378 73,9 7391 2124 147 4973 923 0,00 923 
55.0 11.7 0,00 0,01 0,59 0,44 0,25 10,4 12.0 0,00 12,0 
266 14.0 0,00 0,01 1,05 2,35 0,27 10.3 IU6 0,00 0.96 
3.10 0.02 0,00 4,69E-05 0,00 0,00 0,00 0.01 0.02 0,00 0,02 
1.74E-02 6.85E-03 O,ooE+oo 1,83E-05 1,83E-03 1.03E- 1,41E- 3,83E-03 1.21E- O,ooE+O 1,21E-03 
03 04 03 ° 53.5 T 1.50 T 0,00 0,00 0,05 0,02 0,04 1,39 0.09 0,00 T 0,09 
337 21.3 0.00 0,02 1.55 2,93 0,40 16.4 1.62 0,00 1,62 
4.57E-041 2.04E-04lo,ooE+00 3,90E-07 3,90E-05 1,69E- 3,57E· 1,44E-04 9.17E- O,ooE+O I 9,17E-05 
05 06 05 0 
8.36 2.11 0,00 0,00 0.04 0,02 0,04 2,01 0.13 0,00 T 0,13 T 0.78 T 0.00 
251 I 6.36 I 0,00 I 0,00 I 0,33 I 0,17 0,19 5,67 0.59 0,00 I 0,59 I 232 I 230 
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AVERAGE BMR I'" DATA: AVERAGE STEAM G ,ENERAl ION DATA 
INPUTS tlmth SOURCE INPUTS tlmth SOURCE 
Raw Coal 6829 Factored up for Inc steam 
prod 
Impala matte 1343 Ex month end reports Oxygen (from air) 14927 Factored up for Inc steam 
prod 
Other toll refining 152 Ex metal accounting Demlnwater 50799 Factored up for Inc steam 
material prod 
Ni sulphate 1124 Ex metal accountinQ Water to ash 518 34.5"10 moisture 
Co nitrate 118 Ex metal accounting TOTAL INPUTS 73073 t 
FEMS 1176 Ex FEMS Metslm balance OUTPUTS 
WMCmatte 318 Ex FEMS Metslm balance Ash (dry) 983 Calculated 
Llauld reagents H20 In ash 518 34.5"10 moisture 
H2SO4 954 Ex FEMS pre-feasibility S02 48 Calculated 
study 
HN03 113 Factored up for Inc NI prod COz 17525 Calculated 
Ammonia 1589 Ex FEMS pre-feasibility HzO 2920 Calculated 
study 
Gaseous reagents NOz 278 Calculated 
Oxygen 2249 Ex FEMS pre-feasibility Effluent 947 Factored up for Inc steam 
study prod 
Nz 1484 Ex FEMS pre-feasibility SteamtoPMR 1895 Ex process records 
study 
Intar-unlt flows Steam to Hz 10134 Factored up for inc Hz prod 
Steam 37687 Ex FEMS'" Iity Steam to BMR 37687 Ex FEMS pre-feasibility 
study study 
Hydrogen used 159 Ex FEMS pre-feasibility Thus steam loss at 138 Calculated via bal. closure 
study boilers 
COz used 321 Ex Hz balance TOTAL OUTPUTS 73073 t 
Standard flows INPUTS-OUTPUTS 0 
Water 23098 Ex feas. -H20 for extra steam 
etc 
TOTAL INPUTS 71885 t IAVERAGE MJUKuf.:iEN GENERATION DATA; 
OUTPUTS 
tlmth SOURCE 
Ni produced ~ Bv-products Natural gas (feed) 635 Calculated 
Cu cathode 413 99.4% recovery of extra Cu Steam (Incl heating) 10134 Factored up for Inc Hz prod 
In 
Co powder 42.9 99.1% recovery of extra Co IlnPuts for heatinQ; 
In 
Ammonium 4217 98.9% of extra S to AmSO. Natural gas (fuel) 614 Calculated 
sulphate 
SelTe solids 2.88 Ex Commercial Department Oxygen (from air) 1305 Calculated 
PGM concentrate 2.84 Ex metal accounting TOTAL INPUTS 12688 t 
PGM solution 29.9 Ex metal accounting OUTPUTS 
Pressure leach 25.3 Ex FEMS Metslm balance Steam loss 9530 Calculated via bal. closure 
residue 
FEMS Cu residue 18.5 Ex FEMS Metslm balance Ii:! PMR 0.8 Estimated by process staff 
ZnlCu residue 5.6 Ex FEMS Metslm balance H2 Yented 9.00 Ex production performance report 
I~ HzBMR 159 Ex FEMS pre-feasibility 
study 
Jarosite 66.2 96.4% of extra Fe to jarosite C02 BMR 321 Calculated: 30% of total 
Effluent 14321 Ex base case effluent:H20 In CO2 vented 749 Calculated :70% oUotal 
Standard flows OutDuts ex heatina: 
Steam vented 18844 50% of steam input CO2 1035 Calculated 
Cooling water losses 11240 Ex water balance H20 vapour 829 Calculated 
Nz vented 1484 As above Nz 55 Calculated 
Other ol!!n lcoli! flows TOTAL OUTPUTS 12688 t 
Deminto PMR 910 Ex water balance INPUTS-OUTPUTS 0 
Water to sewer 7548 Ex water balance Electricity 6674442 Ex FEMS pre-feasibility study 
TOTAL OUTPUTS 60964 t 
INPUTS-OUTPUTS 10921 t 
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TOTAL I BMR BMR O:i! from air N2 from air Ammonia Hz total Steam I Steam I Coal. I SA elee I Effluent 
total process total 
385 241 132 38.7 1560 
18138 10847 3035 148 
0.82 
3f-03 USE·I 
0.10 T 0.07 0.03 0.04 1.40 0.10 
3.39 I 2.24 4.18 0.40 16.5 1.80 
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One ton of nickel produced was as functional unit for this scenario, as the 
product ratio did not vary signi'ficantly from that of base case for case (a), and 
was the same as the base case for case (b). 
The project proposal, as submitted by Chematron, was the primary source of 
information relating to the ion exchange process. Information regarding current 
demin and RO plant capacities and proposed process options was obtained from 
process personnel and the BMR Project Department staff. Information relating to 
the current fate of the effluent was obtained from the Environmental Department of 
Ergo. It should be noted that information and data used in this scenario was of 
a more approximate nature than that for the base as this project is still in 
the very eal1y stages of process design. An error of 15-20% is thus estimated, 
based on the accuracy required for the initial Chematron report, and that of the 
other data 
9.3.3) Assumptions and limitations 
For both it is assumed that all of treated effluent is utilised in the BMR. 
and thus the IX facility effectively reduces the quantity of RWB water consumed and 
no BMR effluent is routed to or other operation. The average analytical 
effluent composition was used, although high fluctuations in the effluent quality do 
occur. A number of assumptions were made with respect to the LCI calculations. 
These will be explained in section 9.4.3. 
The environmental impacts associated with the production and disposal of the IX 
resin are excluded, as is consistent with the similar exclusions made for the demin 
water resins in the case. It was assumed that of the IX product water will 
further polished by both RO demin plants. current RO plants have 
sufficient capacity to n,.n,t".tClIlCU~ 
The electricity consumption to pumping of effluent to is excluded 
from the as it is presently for the account (in economic not 
environmental sense) of Ergo, thus it is not metered by Impala. For the two IX 
treatment case studies, two pumps presently in use by Ergo would used to 











requirements in addition to the use of two pumps are included in the 
additional electricity requirement calculations, in order to achieve 
the base case. 
Impacts aS~~OCilatE~a with production and 
excluded, as in case. Transport of 
of capital 
additional reagents to 
cmi.~t'Anl'\I with 
I .... "', ...... " are 
BMR site 
were considered to of relatively minor '"' .... '<!:II .... II' and thus were also excluded from 
this preliminary aS~les:sment 
9.4.1) Average effluent analysis 
Table 9.1 gives the monthly effluent for the time period I"'n"'AI"""n in 
base case, as as percentage standard deviations the 
monthly results. It is evident that the composition of the effluent leaving Impala's 
BMR effluent pond is very variable, due to significant daily fluctuations in the 
composition of the input streams. The analysis of the effluent as of 04/98, which 
was used in the IX testwork is also included in 9.1. Upon comparison of 
two sets of analyses, it is appears that effluent control improved 
with respect to (This was confirmed by comparison with additional 
......... "" .... 11' monthly""'''''''''''''''''' 
9.4.2) The base case: Disposal of effluent to Ergo 
The effluent from the pond passes through bag filters (after lime dosing if 
necessary) prior to being pumped to Ergo's Geduld Station, from which it is 
presently used to recover two slimes dams in the Approximately 18000tlday 
of slimes dam sludge is by Ergo, which the use of 100Me of 
a day. Of this, approximately 25-30Me is water which is added to the process 
to evaporative luti:::ieti and the remainder is recycled water from Ergo's 
tailings pond. It is from the surface area of this pond that the majority of 
evaporation occurs. are also losses due to although are 
small in comparison to the losses. 
average monthly effluent flow to Ergo from Impala for period 01/95 to 07/97 











water input. Other sources of water to are local municipalities and the Rand 
Water Board, which together provide approximately 10Mt of potable water per day 
for high purity water uses. The balance of water addition is from underground water 
from Rand Proprietary Mines (ERPM) in Boksburg (Geldenhuys, 1998, and 
Dennis, 1998). Metal ions which originated from Impala effluent will, as the worst 
case scenario (used in the base case), enter the groundwater due to Se4api:.ge 
during slimes dam recovery or during storage in tailings pond, although the 
extent of water is presently unquantified. 
relevant inputs and outputs to this case are given in Table 9.2. 
The kg/month of constituents were calculated from the average effluent analysis 
and from the average monthly effluent flow to Ergo. metals and ions contained 
in the base case ~ere those included in the mass balance (Ni, and Co), and 
those present in relatively large concentrations (NH3 and sUlphates). Additional 
elements and ions (Ca, Mg, Na, N03] which were present in effluent at 
concentrations of >15ppm, were included the base case in this to aid in 
the comparison of the different effluent treatment options. inclusions 
resulted in a slightly higher eutrophication score than that shown in Table due 
to the nitrates). mass of waste water output was calculated by (total 
effluent to impurities). 
The rain component of the effluent was also excluded from the water U;::'Clyt:: impact 
t'~t·An,,.,.1'\J of the environmental profile, so that a change in RWB water would 
more evident. 











ANALYTE AVERAGE %RSD ANALYSIS OF IX 
ANALYSIS AS OF THIS TESTWORK 
PER BASE AVERAGE FEED SOLUTION 
(01/95-07/97) 
Ni 212 51 88 
Cu 27 188 3.9 
Co 17 46 7.6 
Fe 1 53 <0.05 
Se 2 32 N/A 
T~ 2 0 N/A 
Zn 0.8 33 N/A 
NH3 (gU) 5.26 48 2.35 
S04 (g/£) 3.47 99 5.70 
pH 7.0 11 7.6 
AI N/A <0.15 
Ba N/A N/AP 0.07 
Ca N/AP 79 
Mg N/AP 18 
Mn 2" N/AP 1.0 
Na 58311' N/AP 654 
Si r N/AP 12 
K 13.511' N/AP N/A 
N03- N/AP N/A 
N/A N/AP 1141 
N/A N/AP 5.05 
N/A N/AP 21 
N/A N/AP 76 
Table 9.1: Average base case and IX testwork effluent analvses. 
All concentrations in ppm, otherwise 
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University of Cape Town
Impact category TOTAL 
12.7 
259 
N2 from air 
decomposition 
2.23 0.13 











An expected average effluent composition, which was calculated by 
Chematron and used in the proposal, is shown in Table 9.4. metal deportments 
estimated from the testwork are included (Chematron, 1998) (Note that sodium 
would report to the product water, as monovalent ions are not retained on the 
FEED PRODUCT METALS IN ELUATE IN 
(kg/mth) WATER PRODUCT (kg/mth) ASA% 
(kg/mth) WATERASA% OF 





The total quantity of divalent ions in the input stream was thus 3960kg/mth. 
However, the loading (in terms of the mass of metal ions retained by the resin) 
corresponding to the average effluent analysis for the period considered in the 
case and given in Table 9.1 was 9436kg/mth larger). For the same 
volume of by the same quantity of twice as many 
regenerations would required (the ion input in excess of this would be 
contained by the unused capacity). (Note: the additional reagent requirements 
due to the in regenerations was taken into account). The metal 
deportments, as given in Table 9.4, were applied to this average effluent 
composition, to give the expected product water and eluate compositions, as given 











mth) PRODUCT WATER (kg/mth) ELUATE (kg/mth) 
99.5 5427.5 
Co 443 57 386 
Cu 703 141 562 
Ca 1256 986 
521 245 
The .... n!::InI"IAe the LCI for the two case studies are rAC!An1rAI"I in Tables 9.6 and 
9.7, while additional excluded reagents are given in Table 9.8. All calculations 
were based upon average effluent composition as 
quantity of effluent treated was calculated by mass 
Tables 9.6 and (it is assumed that the pond 
in the base case. The 
closure, as indicated in 
constant). 
The demin through-put would remain approximately base case and 
for the IX case as the RWB input would be UlI::li.illl::i:::II'l.'iit:U by the amount of IX 
product water slight increase in demand on demin water for the IX 
regenerations make-up (in total 1402m3/mth), was assumed to have a 
negligible effect on demin plant operations in usage. The RO 
plant through-put would by a factor of 6. In order to determine the RO 
plant reagent requirements for the two IX case studies, it was assumed that the 
quantity of reagents used is directly proportional to the through-put. It was further 
assumed that the RO plants would remove all of the metals and other impurities 
(including sodium and other cations and anions, such as sulphates) in the water 
stream passing through it. 
Those r<Cl!!:lln<ClnHl: which were excluded from the original according to the 
criteria est;ElDIiSI in section 3.3.2, were re-evaluated in of this scenario. 
The reagents aSI5~OCllateia with the operation of the RO plants were still below the 
cut-off limit of Ni produced, and were thus excluded. The NaOH 
consumption did become significant for case study (b), however, and was thus 











mass of eluate was based on metal content to 9.5), as the 
solution volume was small. For case (a), the additional reagent consumptions due 
to processing of the eluate were taken to be negligible as a first approximation, 
as the relative increase in metal production would be marginal (0.5% of the current 
total metal production). The additional reagent consumptions would also depend 
upon the eluate process routing employed. Similarly, the in jarosite 
production would very small due to the Ca and Mg content in the eluate. 
case (b), the caustic required to precipitate the metals in the IX eluate (as 
M(OHh. where M denotes a divalent metal ion). was calculated from the metal ion 
concentrations given in Table 9.5. The stoichiometric NaOH requirement plus 10% 
was then in the LCI. The consequent additional Na ion concentration in the 
effluent stream from the caustic precipitation filtrate was included in the Na purge 
calculations. In terms of crystallisation of the RO brine, it was assumed as a first 
approximation that all of the divalent metal ions which reported to the IX product 
water (shown in Table 9.5), as well as ammonium, sulphate, and sodium ions 
present in the effluent (Table 9.1) and the additional sodium and sulphate ions from 
the effluent IX regenerations (and the sodium ions from the caustic eluate 
preCipitation in case (b» would be crystallised out. 
The additional steam requirement for was calculated from the assumption that 
1.1tons of steam would be required to crystallise one ton of liquor (provided by a 
single effect evaporator) (the mass liquor was estimated from the mass of anions 
and cations present plus 4500m3 of water (approximately 15% of the RO input 
volume». The subsequent increased inputs and outputs for the steam generation 
process were calculated as described in section 8.4. additional steam vented 
by the BMR was taken as 50% of the extra steam input. The additional condensate 
return was then found by difference. and was subtracted from the required water 
input to the BMR process. relative usage of the IX product water by the BMR 
process and the C>t't:I>~rn generation plant was calculated from the ratio of total water 
input to these two operations, and the remaining RWB water requirements were 
calculated by difference. 
The increased electricity requirements for both case studies were calculated as 
discussed in 9.3.3. The additional general pumping requirements relate to three 











22kW. 5.5kW and 7.5kW). From information, additional kWh consumption 
month was calculated, as given in 9.6 and This represents an 
increase of approximately 1 % of the total BMR electricity consumption. 
were incurred in these mass balances to the approximate nature of the 
preliminary proposal used, as well in the conversion of a number of the volume 
measurements to masses (the density was approximated to be that of water). The 
error was thus around 10-15%. 
INPUTS OUTPUTS 
Stream tlmonth I Source II 
I I 
I=ffI. ,,,, ... t oond 
II Rain 13189 Evaporation ex pond 912 Base case 
Effluent ex 850 Base case Effluent to IX 27163 By difference 
steam gen. a"";. IClt.....t for 
inc. steam 
Effluent ex BMR 12716 Base case 
'2 ex IX 1320 Proposal 
''''l:I'''''''''C1IUV'' 
Sub-totals: 28075 28075 I 
Effluent IX: 
Effluent ex pond 27163 As above ij Eluate to BMR 7.6 Calculated 
H.2S04 48 Proposal Recycle to pond 1320 Proposal 
Water 1 8030 Calculated 
Product water to steam 19133 Calculated 
generation 
0;;;.,,,,,,,, , ..... J 64800 Calculated Na purge to BMR 2 Calculated 
(kWh) 
Sub-to 28613 I 28788 
Eluate ex IX 7.6 As above Metal products 7.6 As above 
Na purge ex IX 297 As above Ammonium sulphate 297 As above 
(Na purge product) 
Steam for Na 5277 Calculated Steam vented 2639 50% of extra 
purge steam 
Condensate returns 2638 By difference 
5582 , 5582 











INPUTS R OUTPUTS II Source Stream tlmonth Sou __ I I 
Effluent !;lQnd balance: 
Rain 13189 Base Evaporation ex pond 912 Base case 
Effluent ex 850 Base case Effluent to IX 27177 By difference 
steam gen. adjusted for 
inc. steam 
Effluent ex BMR 12730 Base case 
+ caustic 
filtrate 
Recycle ex IX 1320 Proposal 
Sub-totals: 
I 
pond 27177 As above Eluate to BMR 7.6 Calculated 
H2SO4 48 Proposal = Recycle to pond 1320 Proposal 
Water 1402 Proposal Product water to BMR 80 
NaOH 18 Product water to steam 19145 Calculated 
1:It1111;1 CIIUUII 
Electricity 64800 Calculated Na purge to BMR 297 Calculated 
(kWh) 
Sub-totals: 28645 28802 
~ 
Eluate ex IX 7.6 As above Caustic metal precipitate 12.5 Calculated 
Na purge ex IX 297 As above Ammonium sulphate (Na 304 Calculated 
purge product) 
Steam for Na 5285 Calculated Steam vented 2643 50% of extra 
purge steam 
NaOH 26 I calculated ate returns 2642 By difference 
Caustic filtrate effluent 14 By difference II 











REAGENT Case (a Case (b) 
! Resin 2000fl4 2000£/4 
years years 
NaOH 18t Included 
RO plant reagents: 
Flocon 100 840£· 840£ 
Na metabisulphite 96kg 96kg 
EDTA 240kg 240 kg 
HCR 36kg 36kg 
The quantities are month, unless otherwise indicated. 
9.5) EVALUATION 
The detailed environmental profiles thus derived for two case studies are 
presented in Tables 9.9 and 9.10, while Table 9.11 and Figure 9.S provide a 
comparison with the case. 
It is evident from these ... ." ...... .", that aquatic ecotoxicity and eutrophication 
impact scores decreased significantly when the effluent was treated by IX instead of 
being routed to Ergo, as the effluent contributed significantly to these categories in 
the base case. The water usage impact score was also reduced in with the 
RWB water consumption. other impact category scores increased Slightly for 
the effluent IX case studies, however, due to the increase in sulphuric acid 
and steam and electricity requirements. The increase for case (b) was slightly 
higher than that for case (a), due to the inclusion NaOH in the LCI. 
199 
University of Cape Town
Impac:t category TOTAL I BMR I BMR Ozfrom all' Nlfrom air H2SO. HNO, Ammonia Hz H2 Natural I Steam 
total process decomposition decomposition total produced total 
deliver 
UK 
0.00 352 167 299 38.5 1108 1057 888 169 
9946 15561 7310 6860 141 5485 918 0.00 918 
0.00 1.23 0.58 1.41 0.25 11.4 11.9 0.00 11.9 
0.00 2.21 1.05 7.57 0.21 11.4 US 0.00 0.95 
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 
OOE+OO 3.85E-03 1.82E-Q3 3.34E· 1.41E- 4. 22E-Q3 1.21E- O.OOE+O 1.21E-Q3 
03 04 03 0 
48.8 1.19 0.00 0.10 0.05 0.07 0.04 1.53 0.09 0.00 0.09 
434 32.8 0.00 3.27 1.55 9.46 0.40 18.1 1.61 0.00 1.61 
8.11E.Q4 UIIE.Q4 O.OOE+OO 8.20E-05 3.88E-Q5 5.41E- 3.51E- 1.S9E-Q4 9.12E- O.OOE+O 9. 12E-OS 
05 06 05 0 
12.7 2.44 0.00 0.08 0.04 0.06 0.04 2.21 0.13 0.00 0.13 
2l1li I 11.02 I 0.00 I 0.70 I 0.33 I 0.54 0.19 6.26 0.59 0.00 0.59 
200 
University of Cape Town
Impact category I TOTAL I BMR I BMR I O2 from air I N1from all' I I HN03 I Ammonia I H2 I Hz I Natural I Steam I Steam I Coal. I SA I Effluent I NaOH total process decomposition total produced gas 
delivered 
UK 
2564 0.00 352 167 299 38.5 1706 1051 888 169 18544 
45369 9940 15567 7370 6860 147 5485 918 0.00 918 59012 
14.9 0.00 1.23 0.58 1.41 0.25 11.4 11.9 0.00 11.9 31.3 
22.5 0,00 2.21 1,05 7.57 0.27 11.4 0.95 0.00 0.95 229 
1.65 I 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.Q1 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.81 
2.51 E.o2 11.34E.o2 O.OOE+OO 3.85E-03 1.82E-03 3.34E- 1.41E- 4.22E-03 1.21E- O.OOE+O 1.21E-03 USE-
03 04 03 0 02 
1.19 0.00 0.10 0.05 0.07 0.04 1.53 . 0.09 0.00 0.09 42.2 
~ 9.46 0.40 18.1 1.61 0.00 1.61 281 
12.8 0.08 0.04 2.21 











IMPACT CATEGORY BASE CASE EFFLUENT CASE (a): % EFFLUENT CASE (b): % 
IX CASE fa> DIFFERENCE IX CASE fb) DIFFERENCE 
GWP (kg C00 28666 7.9 
Water in (kg) 139401 118936 -15 
Resource depletion 60.9 64.4 5.9 
(/year) 
ification (kg S02) 308 8.8 
4.88 1. 
otoxicity (Terrestrial 2.38E-02 
3) 
utrophication (kg P04) 56.3 46.8 -17 46.8 -17 
uman Toxicity (kg/kg) 406 434 6.9 434 6.9 
one depletion (kg 5.91E-04 6.11E-04 3.4 6.11 3.4 
11) 
0 12.8 0.8 
NOx) 11 12 
Table 9.11: Comparison of the base case environmental profile to those of the 
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9.6) DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The advantage of re-processing the metal eluate to produce metal products is that it 
facilitates subsequent recycling, the inclusion of the metals in ammonium 
sulphate may lead to their diffusion, upon use of the material as fertiliser. (Although 
the presence of small quantities of these metal ions in the fertiliser could serve as a 
source of essential elements for plants, seepage to groundwater or run-off 
surface waters could occur). 
Various other potential process options should evaluated. It is pOSSible, for 
example, that instead of using "fresh" caustic for the metal eluate precipitation, 
spent reagent from either the IX or demin resin regeneration processes could be 
recycled for this purpose. This would reduce the environmental impacts aSI!;OCllatE~a 
with the production of the additional reagent and would reduce costs. Obviously, 
the of precipitation, and any spent treatments (such as pre-
concentration) would also have be considered. 
Indirect recycling of the metal eluate precipitate is another process option which 
should be evaluated. This would be achieved by retuming the caustic preCipitate to 
Mineral Processes for impurity removal. and then returning the metal content to the 
BMR as a component of the matte. In terms of the LCA boundaries already drawn 
to Chapter 3). the environmental impacts associated with either direct (case 
(a» or indirect processing would be the same, as the operations of Mineral 
Processes do not within the LCA boundary. A more detailed study regarding the 
environmental impacts associated with the processing of these solids Mineral 
Processes would thus be necessary. in order to ensure that a trade-off does not 
occur, in that an improvement in waste treatment at the BMR does not lead to 
unaccounted negative environmental impacts elsewhere. 
There is also the possibility that the metal eluate could be sold to other value-adding 
operations, such as the coinage industry, which should be investigated. In all 
"'''''''W''". including those considered in the case studies. a cost analysis is another 
important component in the evaluation of the process options. espeCially with 
respect to capital equipment requirements. These costs will be offset by savings in 
terms of reduced RWB water consumptions metal Such cost 











Due to the change in effluent quality which has already occurred, as well as planned 
"' .. ", .... "".",. changes which will further the quality, it would valuable to 
.. ""nA~l' the LeA at a later date with the new effluent variables. A more detailed 
study could also be done, in which the final fate of water treatment chemicals could 
be investigated, for example. (Although these chemicals would be present in the 
effluent at very low concentrations, they may cause significant environmental 
impacts (refer section 4.4». 
It is evident from the two case studies investigated, that re-processing of effluent by 
IX would significantly reduce the potential aquatic ecotoxicity and eutrophication 
effects. In addition to this, a cost saving could be realised due to the reduction in 
RWB consumption. Trade-offs were evident, however, in that a relatively 
small «12%) increase in the other environmental impact categories occurred, due 
to additional reagent inputs and utility requirements. 
In conclusion, BMR of Impala Platinum Ltd is constantly striving to reduce 
wastage. This is evident from both the improvement in effluent water quality, as 
well as from the installation of effluent treatment facilities. It is important, however, 
that the broader environmental impacts (such as those associated with additional 
reagent and electricity usage) which are generally excluded from cursory 
assessments, are also considered, as they can influence the outcome of the 
assessment. In this scenario, the environmental model developed been shown 












Chapter 10: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The evaluation of environmental performance by means of a first-order life 
aS~ie5smem has been shown to be of use in the base metal refining industry, by 
means of the Impala Platinum Limited Base Metal Refinery case study. Monthly 
nn4::11I"!:I!ttlnn data from the plant was successfully compiled into life 
which relationships between operating conditions and 
performance could be derived. One of the main findings was that the unit 
environmental impact scores decreased with increased nickel production in the 
range of nickel productions investigated. This of in the 
environmental sense was a consequence of the high BMR, 
which resulted in improved energy Qfti"'IQI""'U:~Ct 
The environmental model developed in this ..... 1'\".:0....,. was 
major contributors to the environmental profile scores. 
indicated that the steam generation plant and the use of QIQ"""","'I"I were the two 
areas of greatest potential environmental impact, thus environmental improvement 
efforts should be focused on them. It is recommended that monitoring of emissions 
from the boilers be introduced in order to aid of The quality 
of the coal used for steam generation should 
minimise impacts due to inferior coal U.,ClIMe. 
maintained in order to 
MQ,l:lInCt of reducing wastage of steam 
(and therefore energy) by steam 105:5e5 and venting, as well as improving steam 
usage efficiencies, should. be further studied. The environmental impacts 
associated with other types of boilers (such as boilers) and their relative 
costs could also be i vestigated as alternatives to coal combustion for steam 
generation purposes. 
The impacts associated with consumption are similar to those relating to 
the steam generation plant. as electricity is produced in Gauteng, South Africa by 
coal burning. most obvious way to reduce these potential impacts would be to 
minimise electricity consumption by the BMR, which would have the added benefit 
of reducing Platinum Refineries has previously embarked on a 
successful water saving "I"rlnr~::amlmQ (section 4.6.2), and a similar campaign to 
reduce electricity be initiated. As a start, a more comprehensive 
metering system could introduced to aid in the identification of areas of 
improvement. A small in efficiency by the copper winning circuit, 











large electricity usage by this section. In evaluating environmental 
improvements, the economic TJ;IIl"'lrnrc. associated with them would 
addressed. 
LeA model was successfully to 
need to be 
preliminary 
evaluations the environmental performance of different process options, within 
the limitations the assumptions employed in each scenario. The environmental 
impacts associated with nickel sulphate processing were compared to those of 
processing matte (plus a small quantity of cobalt nitrate). of the unit 
environmental impact scores were lower for the production of nickel from nickel 
sulphate, due to reduced electricity and requirements (milling, IA!!:I,~i"li .. ,1"I 
copper electrowinning were not for processing of this material). 
The effects of an increase in cobalt (and nickel) production on the environmental 
profile was investigated. This would be due to the processing of a new type of 
material and the consequent introduction of cobalt solvent extraction technology. 
The trend of decreasing unit environmental impact scores with 
production was again followed. The electricity consumption 
nickel 
ton of nickel 
produced significantly, due an in the nickel to copper 
production ratio winning is an energy-intensive process). It must be 
this was a preliminary assessment and further details regarding the use of the 
organic solvent (such as quantities reporting to the effluent) should 
more comprehensive study_ 
included in a 
A variation in disposal options was then as~>es,sela. A I"IAf'·rA~~c.A in water 
consumption by means of treating and then recycling effluent by ion exchange was 
found to also significantly f'tAr'rA!!:I potential aquatic ecotoxicity and eutrophication 
imJ:,ad:s, compared to those associated with the use of the effluent in 
dam recovery operations. A trade-off was evident, however, as the other impact 
scores increased to and utility It must 
noted that effluent quality was not a function of production volumes, rather 
due to a variation in plant operation. illustrates importance training 
the environmental their actions. 
In terms of future work, it would be advantageous to extend the boundaries used in 
this first-order to include the upstream operations of Mineral Processes, and 
the Precious Metals Refinery downstream. In this manner, an environmental model 











tool in corporate making. Ultimately, details on the use, recycling and final 
disposal of the products should included, although due to the diffuse use of 
Impala's products is not seen an goal at present. With respect 
to the BMR itself, introduction of an air emission monitoring programme and 
subsequent inclusion of results in the model presented in this thesis, 
could provide some 
improvement, whilst r",,,n ... l,cotil"l''''' 
and indicate other areas of potential 
In conclusion, it is l:II\nnl:lll',. such a first-order life cycle assessment is potentially 
useful as an "" ... \II ..... ,,...rn,CO ... 'f~1 ." .. ..,..,\.1, 
of establishing a Da!;ellrle of 
metal refining industry, in terms 
rnl:llln'l'!lU performance; for the identification of 
areas of greatest potential environmental improvement; and for the comparison of 
the environmental performance of different options. 
Due to the fact that certain areas of the LCA methodology are presently in the 
developmental stages (such as the determination of classification factors for human 
toxicity, and the development of regional normalisation factors), and that the 
software currently available does not contain very comprehensive databases for a 
number of reagents commonly in the industry, it may not 
be feasible to utilise LCA methodology on a routine by this of industry 
at present. 
The possible future enactment of a pollutant in South 
National Pollutant Inventory in Canada) would in 
(similar to the 
national 
and regional normalisation factors for some of the Irnn.J:lt"T cal:eOIOnE:!s is 
because the measurement of emissions would become compulsory 
would be centrally recorded, which would facilitate 
integration of emissions by area or industry. This 
determination of normalisation factors for the greenhouse 
The development of standards for 
of ISO 14000 series should also iron out the me'tnoaollOQV 
implementation of LCA into 
will lead to more LCA studies performed, and COI1SEl!QUel 
in 
more 
da1tab,asEls will expanded. It thus appears only a matter of time before LCA 
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MONTHLY LI CYCLE INVENTORIES 











A1 til: AVERAGE BMR PROCESS DATA: 1997 
NOTE: All values are in tlmth, unless otherwise stated. 
INPUTS 
Raw materials 
1m ala matte 
Other toll ref. 










Gross Ni roduced 




























































1275424 1032800 1109857 
86940 50620 51620 








720.0 690.0 850.0 
404 384 339 
10.80 7.30 7.50 
2323 2812 2671 
2.88 2.88 2.88 
2.73 2.98 2.39 










A1 (iil: AVERAGE BMR PROCESS DATA: 1996 
NOTE: All values are in tlmth, unless otherwise stated. 
AVj~rR/'4" liquid reagent and oxygen values used from 01/96 to 06/96, inclusive. 
01196 02/96 03/96 04196 05196 06/96 07/96 
INPUTS 
Raw materials 
1m ala matte 1506 1148 1560 
Other toll ref. 0 0 0 
Ni sui hate 
Co nitrate 148 124 101 
1176411 1176411 1176411 1176411 1176411 1176411 1012532 
525 606 764 561 419 497 1053 
31166 28286 28094 29678 30202 30254 
46.4 67.0 65.3 58.2 
156 151 113 140 140 119 
Standard flows 
Water 14452 
TOTAL INPUTS 51556 
OUTPUTS 
Gross Ni roduced 
Sintered Ni (A) 700.0 798.0 898.5 500.7 130.0 534.7 900.0 










Steam vented 13844 14193 14212 
Cooling water losses 10300 12515 10050 











A1 (in: AVERAGE BMR PROCESS DATA: 1996 continued 










Gross Ni roduced 






























A1 (iii): AVERAGE BMR PROCESS DATA: 1995 
NOTE: All values are in tlmth, unless otherwise stated. 
Average liquid reagent and oxygen values used from 01/95 to 07/95, inclusive .. 
Average electricity values used from 01195 to 05/95, inclusive. 
01/95 02/95 03/95 04195 05/95 
INPUTS . 
Raw materials 
Impala matte 1648 890 1838 1501 1343 
Other toll ref. 78 100 153 43 168 
Ni sulphate 575 929 756 800 1497 
Co nitrate 74.5 133 229 188 169 
liquid reagents 
H2S04 (kg) 1121086 1121086 1121086 1121086 1121086 
HN03 (kg) 79280 60838 60838 60838 60838 
Ammonia (kg) 943182 943182 943182 943182 943182 
Gaseous reagents 
Oxygen (kg) 1176411 1176411 1176411 1176411 1176411 
N2 670 344 596 474 568 
Inter-l.lnlt flows 
Steam 30000 26603 30105 32929 33716 
Hydrogen used 72.3 55.0 76.0 81.1 82.3 
CO2 used 156 123 163 173 175 
Standard flows 
Water 32360 29123 25652 33742 27247 
TOTAL INPUTS 68953 61602 62870 73233 68266 
OUTPUTS 
Main product 
Gross Ni produced 878.6 607.0 1026.6 981.5 952.5 
Sintered Ni (A) 770.0 400.0 710.0 Unavailable Unavailable 
By-products 
Cu cathode 456 256 495 424 416 
Co powder 5.60 5.20 7.00 9.17 6.40 
Ammonium sulphate 2356 2567 2888 1956 2343 
Serf e solids 2.88 2.88 2.88 2.88 2.88 
PGM concentrate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PGM solution 72.1 42.6 37.5 52.9 27.3 
Wastes 
Jarosite 56.6 40.2 100.4 42.3 68.9 
Effluent 6820 14918 11317 23524 23123 
Standard flows 
Steam vented 13593 10134 13711 16553 17345 
Cooling water losses 9261 10127 10173 10129 10515 
N2 vented 670 344 596 474 568 
Other open loop flows 
Deminto PMR 910 910 910 910 495 
Water to sewer 7548 7548 7548 2009 11434 
TOTAL OUTPUTS 42632 47501 48813 57068 67297 
INPUTS-OUTPUTS 26321 14101 14057 16165 969 
% ERROR 38.2 22.9 22.4 22.1 1.4 
ENERGY INPUT 













































A1 (iii): AVERAGE BMR PROCESS DATA: 1995 continued 
NOTE: All values are in tlm1h, unless o1herwise stated. 












MONTHLY BOILER AND HYDROGEN GENERATION DATA 
AND WATER BALANCE 











STEAM GENERATION CALCULATIONS. 
100% combustion efficiency is assumed, thus residual sulphur and carbon in the 
ash is negligible. 







4.6% IYIVIi:»U .. 1I 
analysis of: 
USing the average case as an example, where 5411tJmth coal was 





"'", .. ","'"""" .... "Y 0 
7791 
248910kg Moisture 
relevant combustion reactions are: 
S+ -+ 
C + -+C02 
4H + -+ 2H20 
N + -+ N02 
Thus S02 produced :: 18939kg S ... 64g/mol S02/32g/moi S 
::: 37878kg SOg 
The oxygen required for this reaction :: 18939 ... 32g/mol 02/32g/mol S 
:: 18939kg Og 
Similarly, the produced is 13886t, which requires 10099t O2, while 2314t of 
water vapour would be produced (including the moisture in coal) using 1835t 
220t of N02 from N combustion would use 153t of O2. 











HYDROGEN GENERATION CALCULATIONS. 
100% conversion efficiency is assumed. 





where the percentages are Da!;ea on mass. 
of: 
The remainder of the composition are inert components (N2 and argon), which 
would not contribute the environmental profile as determined using 
The reactions are: 
CH4 + 2H20 ~ + 4H2 
CO+ ~C02+ H2 
of gas is measured in GJ not as a amount of 
gas was calculated from the measured hydrogen production. This avoided 
use of an average calorific value for the hydrogen production reactions, which would 
introduced an error because this value is known to fluctuate. 
The average case is used as an example (all values are per month): 
The hydrogen produced is derived from which was in the gas, plus 
which was produced from methane (and higher hydrocarbons, which are included 
as methane as an approximation their relative composition and 
""'rt .......... monoxide, according to given above. 
Thus letting the mass of 
composition above: 
gas be = x, using the 
O.06x + (0.36x .. 2/28) + (0.36x" 8/16) == 81 H2 
x== 306.7t 
produced could then calculated from mass of 
vpr:"np feed gas 
(0.13 '" + (0.36'" 44/28" 306.7) + (0.36" 44/16" 306.7) 
Thus produced :: 
required was included in the total usage by hydrogen plant 











The average calorific value the gas was then calculated, as the gas . 
consumption to 10138GJ. An average calorific value of (10138/306.7) 
1 MJlkg was thus calculated. 
The heating calculations were then based on this value there were no measured 
values to base calculations 9807.3GJ fuel gas was used, which equates to 
297t. 
gas combustion reactions are: 
+%02~ 
+ % O2 ~ H20 
CH4 + 202 ~ CO2 + 2H20 
From these reactions (assuming 100% combustion) 
composition, the CO2 produced was calculated to be: 
.. 297 .. 44/28) + (0.36" 297 .. 44/16) + (0.13 .. 
the average 
Similarly, the water vapour produced was calculated 401t, the oxygen 
requirement The N2 in the gas of would also enter the atmosphere (as 
given by the supplier as combustion products (Sasol, 1998». 
The overall error was estimated be approximately 1 based on changes in 
the gas composition, the error in the measurement of hydrogen produced and 
the fuel gas measurement, and the assumption of 100% conversion and 
combustion. 
10 
University of Cape Town
Quantities in unless otherwise stated 





Oxygen (from air) 
Boiler feed water t 










Steam to PMR t 
Steam to H2t 
Steam to BMR t 
Thus steam loss at boilers 
% Steam loss 
Electricity 
Boilers & general (kWh) 
Boilers & general (M& 



















Logsheet or average 
1 Logsh",,,,, (05/97) 
By difference (prod-H2-PMR) 
By difference 
Elec data or average 


















































04/97 03197 02197 01/97 
6066 5709 5187 5000 
6066000 5709000 5187000 5000000 
13258110 12477835 11336930 10928214 
45486 44208 42746 41513 
460090 433012 393420 379237 
874 822 747 720 
873504 622096 746928 720000 
460090 433012 393420 379237 
42462 39963 36309 35000 
15567176 14651007 13311398 12831500 
2593822 2441168 2217961 2138000 
247146 232601 211333 203714 . 
750 750 750 750 
1979 2225 2067 1724 
4589 4589 4589 4589 
37851 36399 35042 34383 
317000 245000 298000 67000 
0.7 0.6 0.7 0.2 
731672 590808 704120 784442 
2634020 2126910 2534833 2823993 
~~--
University of Cape Town
Quantities In kg, unless otherwise stated 
Note: The effluent approximation was obviously too high for months which showed negative steam losses. 
Boiler feed water t 
Water for ash re 
OUtDuts 
Ash I Based on 14.4% ash 
Ash kg 
Water In ash 34.5% moisture 





Steam to PMR t 
810530 
2917909 
Average coal analysis 
%S 0.35 
%C 69.99 
% H 4,24 
% N 1.24 
0,(, 0 5.18 















139471 I 127645 
2662094 I 2619523 
University of Cape Town
Quantities in kg, unless otherwise stated 
Note: The effluent approximation was obviously too high for months which showed negative steam losses. 
SOURCE 07/95 06195 06196 04195 02196 01/gSTAVERAGE 
6117 5621 5582 
Elee data or averaae 
Elee data or average 
Average coal analysis 
% S 0.35 
%C 69.99 
% H 4.24 
% N 1.24 
% 0 5.18 
% Moisture 4.6 
13 
University of Cape Town
NOTE: 
1 Assume 30% of CO2 is used 
2 Assume 70% of CO2 is vented 
14 
University of Cape Town
SOURCE 01196 06'96 05196 
10,9 I 86.1 
10900 I 86100 
16.16 I 11,05 
16760 I 11050 
By difference 
Calc (1) 
Calc (2) 299 
469399 299314 




o o o 
Overall balance o o o o 
NOTE: 
1 Assume 30% of CO2 is used 
2 Assume 70% of CO2 is vented 
15 
University of Cape Town
NOTE: 
1 Assume 30% of CO2 is used 











A2 (iii): WATER BALANCES: 1997 
Quantities in t, unless otherwise indicated. 
Steam to PMR 
Thus steam loss 
NOTES: 
1 Assume all CW required for is due to evaporative losses. Where data on CW1 was not available, 
10% of CW2 make-up was used. 
2 Assume all RWB in for general use leaves the plant via the sewer, except for 20kllclav 
which is used for washing by Utilities, and would thus enter the effluent pond via the stormwater drains. 
The remainder is used for toilets, showers, drinking water etc. 
S Effluent is calculated by the effluent to Ergo, the losses from the pond, 
the in the pond level, and the rain. 
4 Assume the difference between BFW and steam produced is due to boil downs & 
steam losses at the boilers. Condensate returns via tank 2906, and seal water are deducted from the BFW, 
to give the overall steam loss. demin to saal water is subtracted from the total makeup) 
Steam generated from process is, for the most part, condensed and and contaminated 
process water is returned to 2nd stage leach. 
The average obtained above compares favorably with estimated vapour as calculated (in 1992), 
where a value of 25500tJmth was arrived at. A somewhat lower value would be expected now, ss some 
of the processes ,are no longer in oDl~ra1ion 
17 
University of Cape Town
Quantities in t, unless otherwise indicated. 
071111 ! OIlK I III'" I 041'8 I nm I D2IlI11 
52397 I 56632 I 58357 I 55725 I 55040 I 63303 
See calculation below 
IIIJ-oUT -1411 
% &1111011111-0l1li11'1 4 
Month en,{iiiPOit 44898 43847 39893 41113 43535 36711 38636 36204 34302 
logsheet or allQ 9075 9075 9075 9075 9075 9075 9075 9075 9075 
Logsheel or liIlIQ 8505 8827 8488 9122 9316 8200 9046 6436 5479 
Logsheel or 11110 2139 2162 2094 2235 2125 1868 1645 1937 1619 
Calculated 135 27 ·205 ·11L 55 1~ .. 287 ·118 3 
16957 16636 16132 
16 
University of Cape Town
Quantities in t, unless otherwise indicated. 
Effluent calc: 
33023 32769 25143 25317 26575 17190 29929 37887 
1707 1516 538 905 704 861 577 1030 
-2520 -1600 7200 -3240 0 4320 -7200 -10600 
27993 26939 16228 2912 483 0 a 4244 













ELEMENTAL MASS BALANCE DATA. 
20 
f 
University of Cape Town
AS (I): MONTHLY ANAL ¥TICAL DATA; UNITS 
21 
University of Cape Town
Values in brackets were not routinelv available 
.. Actual monthly values, or Metsim values 
SOLNEX FILTEX 
Co PURGE 2nd TO 3rdTO RTZ FILTEX 
AMM EXAMM SOLIDS Cu SOLIDS Cu RESIDUE SOLIDS 4th TO SelfeEX SOLIDS SOLN SelfeEX FEED TO ELECT EX Cu Mth end 
SULPH TOMOS EX 2nd PUR EX3rd CEM TO 2nd EX 4th 1st 4th ex 6th EX 6th CuPUR CuWlN CuWlN PRODUCT EFFLUENT 
Source 3122 PERF 3102 2221 SAT 2221 3318 SAT 3830 34111 SAT 31170 3874 3570 4770 2610 303 313 MTHEND 8350 
Flowmtest kalh Ipm ka/h Ipm kalh Ipm tlmth kalh Ipm kg/h ka/h 10m kglh Ipm Ipm kg/h 1<l/mth 
Metsim adl factor 
Adfusted Metslm flows kalh Ipm kalh Ipm kglh Ipm tlmth kglh Ipm kglh kalh Ipm kalh 10m 10m kalh 
Ni % % gil % % % % % oom % all gil ppm gIl 
Cu % % gil % % % all % % ppm % all gil % all 
Co % gil % % all all gil 
Fe % gil % % gil % % opm % all all oom gil 
5 % % % % ppm gil 
Pt % % ppm % % % ppm % ppm 
Total PGMS % % % % % " 51 % % % " % pom % 5e " ppm % ppm % ppm " % oom " ppm ppm ppm ppm Te % ppm " ppm % ppm " % ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm Pb % % % % " ppm % ppm ppm ppm Pd % % ppm % % % ppm % DDm 
Au % % ppm % % % ppm % ppm 
Rh % % ppm % % % ppm % ppm 
Ru % % ppm % % % PDm 'IIi pom 
Ir 'IIi 'IIi ppm % % % pom % ppm 
Aa % ppm 'IIi ppm pom 
As % ppm 'IIi 'IIi 'IIi liiim 'IIi DPm PDm DDm 
Free H~04 gil gil gil gil gil 
H2O 
Na 'IIi gIl % 
N 'IIi 










Free NH3 gil 
CI ppm 
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.1\31111: AVERAGE CUMUlATIVE DATA:-
""'" 
FACTORS USED FOR THE APPORTIONING OF REAGENTS TO UNIT OPERATIONS 
Zl 




OIllGUNlTS '14 '14 IdI&""" 1% Idl 1%&001II 1% I"""""" 
NI 0,82 5,2 
C. 0,04 12,7 
Co 0,89 0,5 0,2 
F. 3,1 9,2 0,28 
S 891,16 0,181 9 
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2: 1st & CEMENTATION: 
ELEMENT I MILLED I I SPENT I FILTRATE EX 
MATTE I IN I ElECTR 14th STAGE 
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UNIT OPERATION 3: JAROSITE: 
ELEMENT FILTRATE Fe SLURRY Fe RES. WATER 02 NH3 FILTRATE JARO TOTAL TOTAL UNIT No.3 
EX Cu CEM EX Co EXNi IN IN IN TONi RES IN OUT BALANCE 
IN IN IN PUR OUT OUT 
1161 3.56 70.7 
Ni 1129.22 0.32 0.00 1164.49 2.03 1129.54 1166.52 -36.98 
Cu 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05 -0.02 
Co 9.66 0.37 0.00 9.96 0.03 10.03 9.99 0.04 
Fe 15.31 0.00 0.00 0.05 21.19 15.31 21.24 -5.94 
S 6.25 
UNIT OPERATION 4: Ni PURIFICATION & REDUCTION: 
ELEMENT FILTRATE WATER AIR NH3 H:z HN03 FERROUS BARREN Ni RIC HN03LEACH 
FROM IN IN IN IN IN SULPHATE LIQUOR EX Co E/S TO Cu 
JAROIN m"/h IN EX MDS IN IN CEM OUT 
kglh 3518 0.96 873 99 84.5 1.39 
Ni 1164.49 2.39 46.68 13.50 
Cu 0.02 0.00 0.00 
Co 9.96 2.75 0.79 0.04 
Fe 0.05 0.28 0.00 0.00 
S 0.16 
ELEMENT Ni NiREDN FeSOUDS TOTAL TOTAL UNIT No.4 
PRODUCT SOLN TO TOJARO IN OUT BALANCE 
OUT MDS OUT OUT 
kglh 
Ni 1362.12 66.49 0.00 1213.57 1442.10 -228.54 
Cu 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.08 -0.06 
Co 1.36 17.47 0.00 13.51 18.86 -5.35 
Fe 0.10 0.00 0.33 0.10 0.23 
S 0.14 
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ELEMENT I NiREDN I Co END I AMM SUl AMMONIA MDS CAKE FEED TO BARREN 
Co PURGE IN TO Co AMM SUl liQUOR TO NI 
SOlNIN OUT 
ELEMENT MDS CAKE WATER H2SO4 AIR AMMONIA O2 Hz RTZCo NiRECYClE Fe SLURRY Co END Co TOTAL TOTAL UNIT No.6 
IN IN IN IN IN IN IN CAKE IN TO Ni RED TOJARO SOlNS TO PRODUCT IN OUT BALANCE 
m"/h OUT OUT MDSOUT OUT 
kglh 228 151 0.051 104.9 4.75 0.745 
Ni 2.39 0.39 46.68 0.32 0.00 . 0.003 2.78 47.00 -44.22 
Cu 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.02 0.00 0.02 
Co 2.60 1.39 0.79 0.37 0.36 10.0 3.99 11.54 ·7.55 
Fe 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.05 0.00 0.05 
S 49.7 0.001 
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Co PURGE 




0.53 1.42 0.33 
0.00 0.00 
891 
ELEMENT I SOLIDS EX I WATER RTZ I SOLIDS TO 
1st STAGE I IN RESIDUE I 3rd STAGE BALANCE 
LEACH IN IN OUT 
4570 
Ni -104. 
Cu 33.45 58.84 
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ELEMENT I SOLIDS EX 
2nd STAGE 
FORMATE I SOLIDS TOTAllTOTAll1 UNIT No.9 




ELEMENT I SOLIDS EX SULPHUR SeJTe SOLIDS FilTRATE 1 TOTAL ITOTAl 
3rd STAGE DIOXIDE SOLIDS TO 5th STAGE TO 1st STAGE IN lOUT 
IN IN TOll OUT OUT OUT 
2.98 
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ELEMENT CAUSTIC SOLIDS I FILTRATE I TOTAL I I UNIT 






ELEMENT I SOLN EX I WATER 




WATER I Cu CATHODE SPENT ELEC I TOTAL TOTAL UNIT No. 13 
_ _ _ _ __ _ IN I PRODUCT TO 1st IN OUT BALANCE 




















.Co 75.00 75.76 
Fe 83.43 85.88 












FULL PEMS LCI DATA, 
RELATING TO THE OVERALL 
AVERAGE BASE CASE. 
NOTE: Values relate to the production of 1 of nickel. 
Element: I input 
0::: output 
Type: I ::: Intemal flows which remain within the system boundary 
E ::: Extemal flows: burdens associated with these flows are excluded 
N ::: Flows or from the natural environment, such as raw materials 
used and waste released to air. 
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,-, NEmt.i*1'It ....... 10'_" 1~~-::::- !::<nWM#o::' i:J·ijitfijiiilliirifhiil i.~lrmltrl( IIM:lrltUl1lll 1141mmtlfU IUPOMCifM ptl,J1an*1tlt p.tUPrHUet I20COP«l'duet 
0,1)013 0.02:39 0,0203 0.0011& U124 0,_ 0,0413 
2,0416 0.01'.100 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,_ 0,0000 
0.0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,_ g,ooOO 
0,_ 0.0000 0.0000 g,OOOO 0,0000 0,_ g,OOOO 




1'.1.0002 0.1'.1000 0,'0000 
1'.1.(1)00 0,(1000 
0.0000 0.0000 O,I)O'OD 










MJ N 1.9489 1.8191 0.0022 
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wnEXAMPLES CLASSIFICATION CALCULATION 
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COMPOUND CLMS. FACTOR 
'36OOMJ ct score 
INPUT QUANTITY {I«Ift Ni 
13887000 14368 14368 978 6541 
0.0100 0.0669 
69.8 
14.3 0.00192 o 
0.0300 
14368 2123 6541 




228 2.02 2.02 3 20.6 
228 2.02 
41 





361 2413 6.27 
0.0240 0.134 0.00074 
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10196: 533.6t Ni ntnnu..,., 
COMPOUND CLASS. FACTOR STEAM GENERATION COAL SA ELECTRICITY 
kg1533.lt NI kglt NI Impact score kgl1000kg coal kglt NI Impact score kgl3600MJ MJJ633.St NI MJIt NI kglt NI Impact.core 
INPUT QUANTITY (kgJt NI) 4660 20563301 38518 
CO2 (non renew) 1 11969CXlO 22412 22412 916 104m 104m 
CO2 (renew) 1 0.Q100 0.101 0.101 
CO2 {un ....... ,,\ 1 69.8 325 325 
Dichloromethane 9 
Halogenated HC (unspec) 4 
Hexafluororethane 9200 
HFC (unspec) 1000 
Methane 21 14.3 66.6 1399 2.81E-04 0.00307 0.0644 




TOTAL (kg CO2 per t NI) 34839 22412 1161 104m 
10195: 533.6t Ni produced 
Note: Only those compounds which were included in the relevant Leis are shown here 
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A5 (vI) EXAMPLES OF RESOURCE DEPLETION CLASSIFICATION CALCULATIONS FOR 10/95 now NI production) 
10195: 533.61 NI produced 
COMPOUND CLASS. FACTOR STEAM GENERATION COAL SA ELECTRICITY 
kg1533.Gt 1111 kglt 1111 Impact score kg/1000kg coal kglt 1111 Impact score kg/311100MJ MJ/533.Gt 1111 MJItIllI kllltllli Impact score 
INPUT QUANTllY {kgll NQ 4660 20553307 38518 
Antimony reserves 0.0128 
As reserves 0.0476 
Asbeslos reserves 0.037 
BarHe 0.0333 0.0400 0.186 0.00621 
Baude 0.0045 0.0770 0.359 0.00161 
Blreserves 0.0357 
B reserves 0.0034 
Cd reserves 0.037 
Cr reserves 0.0095 0.00400 0.0186 0.000177 
Coal res. (unspec) 0.0026 361 3859 10.0 
Co reserves 0.0111 
Cu reserves 0.0278 0.0240 0.112 0.00311 
Fluorspar 0.0192 
Fossil reserves 0.025 
Gas reserves 0.0167 17.3 80.6 1.35 0.0220 0.235 0.00393 
Au reserves 0.0455 
Hard coal (reserves) 0.0026 1707 7954 20.7 
In reserves 0.0588 
Induslliel diamonds 0.0556 
Fe reserves 0.0084 5.57 25.9 0.218 
Pb reserves 0.05 
llgnHe reserves 0.0026 
Mn reserves 0.0105 0.00400 0.0186 0.000196 
Hg reserves 0.04 
Mb reserves 0.02 
NI reserves 0.0182 0.00100 0.00466 0.0000848 
011 reserves 0.025 7.08 33.0 0.825 0.195 2.09 0.0522 
PI reserves 0.0051 
Potash 0.0033 
Rh reserves 0.0114 
Se reserves 0.0244 
Ag reserves 1 
S reserves 0.0417 
Talc 0.0217 
Tantalum reserves 0.0133 
Te reserves 0.0098 
Sn reserves 0.0357 
TI reserves 0.0143 
TUl1llsten reserves 0.0182 
U reserves 0.0172 0.00100 0.00466 8.02E-05 
V reserves 0.0074 
VermlculHe 0.0123 
Zn reserves 0.0476 
Zr reserves 0.0182 
TOTAL (per year & per t lIIi) 33.2 0 23.1 L __ l0.1 
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4197: 1356t Ni 
COMPOUND CLASS. FACTOR STEAM GENERATION COAL SA ELECTRICITY 
kgl1356t NI kglt NI Impact score kg/1000kg coal kglt Ni Impact score ka13600MJ MJI1361t NI MJItNI kglt NI Impact score 
INPUT QUANTITY (kQIt Ni) 0066 26856331 19606 
CO2 (non renew) 1 15567000 11480 11480 978 5378 5378 
IC02 (renew) 1 0.0100 0.0560 0.0560 
CO2 (unspec) 1 69.8 423 423 
Oichloromethane 9 
Haloaenated HC (unspec) 4 
Hexafluororelhane 9200 
HFC (unspec) 100J 
Methane 21 14.3 86.7 1821 2.87E-04 0.00158 0.0331 
1/11;0 310 0.0300 0.182 56.4 
T etrafluoromethane 6600 
T etrafluoroethvlene 1300 
Trichloromethane 4 
ITOTAL (kg C02 per t 1111) 19159 11480 2301 5378 
4197: 1356t Ni prod 
Note: Onlv those compounds which were included in the relevant lCls are shown here 
COMPOUND CLASS. FACTOR STEAM GENERATION COAL SA ELECTRICITY i 
kgl13561 NI kgn NI Impact score kgl1000kg coal kglt NI Impact score kgl3600MJ MJI1358t NI MJItNI kglt NI Impact score i 
INPUT QUANTITY (kglt Ni) 0066 26856331 19606 
Butane (unspec) 0.315 0.00100 0.()()tl)7 0.00191 
Ethane 0.082 0.00100 0.()()tl)7 0.000497 
Methane 0.007 14.3 86.7 0.607 
Non methane VOC (unspec) 0.416 0.0860 0.522 0.217 
Pentane 0.352 0.00100 0.()()tl)7 0.00214 
Propane 0.42 0.00100 0.()()tl)7 0.00255 
VOC 0.377 3.688 20.3 7.65 
Xylene (unspec) 0.849 0.00100 0.()()tl)7 0.00515 
TOTAL (kg ethene per t NI, u a 0.636 7.65 
NOx 1 247146 182 182 0.361 2.19 2.19 3.078 16.9 16.9 
TOTAL (kg NOx per t NI, 201 182 2.19 16.9 
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4/91: 1356t NI prod 
5.16 
0.00202 
30.0 
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